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Most major cities are embracing the start-up hub culture as a method of increasing wealth and developing new products, services and technologies.
Ogun TechHUB is an initiative by the current administration of Ogun State under the leadership of Prince Dr. Dapo Abiodun (MFR) who made a great leap in this area by launching the first State owned TechHUB in September 3rd, 2019.

Ogun TechHUB is a Start-up and Innovation Hub that provide ideal conditions for entrepreneurs to collaborate, flourish and accelerate the growth of their businesses while focusing on supporting governments, organizations, and people to be their best using practices, tools, techniques and technology that are world class.

Ogun TechHUB since inception has positioning itself as a critical player in the age of innovation and technological advancement, as young and dynamic entrepreneurs have emerged in the tech space seeking to provide solutions to the challenges in the Ogun state and its environs.
Ogun TechHUB is also an Incubation Centre for Technology Development, Training, Resource Centre and office for startup technology business.

With the lunch of the Hub, it has recorded over 3,000 people who has been trained in Coding, Computer Animation, Cyber Security, IT Essentials, Computer Hardware Repair & Maintenance, Web Application Development and STEM Education - for kids.

With accelerate collaboration with seasoned partners in the Private Sector and in the diaspora at large, Ogun TechHUB hopes to become the next tech titan like Facebook, Apple or Microsoft etc. solving real time problems and meeting business scalable needs.
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITIES AT OGUN STATE TECH HUB

• GLOBAL RECOGNITION IN ICT
• HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
• DEVELOP EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
• UNINTERUPTED POWER SUPPLY & INTERNET ACCESS
• IMPROVED COLLABORATION & EASE OF COMMUNICATION
• IT TRAINING & EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMMES
• SOCIO-ECONOMIC & DEVELOPMENT
GLOBAL RECOGNITION IN ICT

Ogun State Government’s drive in the area of Information Technology (IT) has again clinched national recognition awards as the Best State in ICT Infrastructure Development and Second runner up award in ICT Human-Capital Development from the National Council on Communication and Digital Economy.
HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT

Ogun State Government’s has invested in professional development for its staffs which in turn has lead to greater job satisfaction.
DEVELOP EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Increasing employee engagement is a priority for the Ogun TechHUB coordinators. Every start-ups or employees are asked what areas they want to develop, and then offer opportunities in those areas.
UNINTERUPPTED POWER & INTERNET SUPPLY

There is constant Power Supply and internet access is seamless at the TechHUB with an improved BANDWIDTH up from 85mbps to 350mbps.

All our workspaces are fully serviced with uninterrupted high speed internet for increased productivity.
IMPROVED COLLABORATION & EASE COMMUNICATION

Ogun TechHUB serve as springboards for new ideas, innovation and collaboration amongst IT personnel, Health, Education, Agriculture, Manufacturing etc. of various discipline to proffer solution thus helping the society and economy to face future challenges and meet rising aspirations of the growing population.
OUR IN-HOUSE PROGRAMS

• OGUN KIDS’ TECH CLUB
• OGUN INNOVATE STARTUP COMMUNITY
• OGUN TECHNOPRENURSHIP
• ABOCODER’S PROGRAM
• DATA SCIENCE NIGERIA – ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT BOOTCAMP
• CISCO IT ESSENTIALS (HARDWARE WORKSHOP)
OGUN KIDS’ TECH CLUB
Creating an enabling environment for our kids and other young technocrats to network, socialize, brainstorm and build the next innovative digital solutions that will solve local challenges to improve the quality of life of the people of Ogun State, and the world at large, without hindering their academic pursuit.

Children between the ages of eight to 16 were taken on different courses ranging from Animation and Cartooning, Robotics, Web Design and Development, Coding, Mobile Development, Electronic and Embedded Electronic System, Graphics and 3D CAD, and Digital Literacy based on their registered choice of interest with practical knowledge.
OGUN KIDS’ TECH CLUB | GRAPHICS TRAINING SESSION
OGUN KIDS’ TECH CLUB | ANIMATION TRAINING SESSION
OGUN KIDS’ TECH CLUB | WEB DESIGN TRAINING SESSION
OGUN KIDS’ TECH CLUB | ROBOTICS TRAINING SESSION
OGUN INNOVATE STARTUP COMMUNITY

The Ogun Innovate project is a proposed initiative of the government of Ogun state to empower people in the state with essential skills needed to succeed in business, to create opportunities for entrepreneurs and to empower the unemployed. This project will turn the state into a hub of successful businesses and also attract lots of local and foreign investors.

Benefits of the Ogun Innovate Hub

• Empower young minds and entrepreneurs in the community
• Empower job seekers to become job providers
• Empower individuals with skills they can’t find within the school environment
• Attract potential investors to Ogun State
• Attract entrepreneurs and start-ups to the state
• Project the activities of the state government to the world
• Establish Ogun State as a technology hub/zone
• Facilitate business and industrial revolution in the state.
• It will serve as income generation for the state and the Ogun tech hub as revenue from trainings, partnerships and repayment on loans offered by our partners will be allocated to the state/hub based on the sharing ratio agreed with the principal facilitator
OGUN TECHNOPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM

Ogun Technopreneurship Program (OTP) is an initiative/program of the Ogun TechHUB to incubate quality Tech-ideas in various industries to become Tech-Startups which will further be accelerated to become Tech-SMEs that will foster and contribute to Ogun State socio-economic development.

Aim of the Ogun TECHNOPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM:

• To have Business Orientation Mindest
• To Design a Business Modeling
• To document & write Business Plan
• To adopt the best approach of Market Strategy
• To understand Financing and Linkages
• To understand the roles of Leadership in Management and Teamwork, Startup Cost,
• Knowledgeable in Legal and Tax Requirements,
• To adopt an efficient Digital Marketing Campaign
• To deliver world class Business Pitching
• Design Thinking, Web and Mobile App Development.
ABOCODERS ACADEMY

Ogun State government is collaborating with a private firm, AboCoders Academy, to improve its adoption of technology and make the State a driver and repository of technology and innovation.

AboCoders, an initiative of Aspilos Foundation, which has been running in Northern Nigeria since October 2015 empowering young women from low-income families with digital skills, has opened up their 3rd academy in the country and it is domiciled in the Ogun Tech Hub, Abeokuta.

Since inception, the project has trained over 360 young women across Minna, Kaduna, and Abuja. The academy is open to young women between the ages of 16 and 35 who are interested in becoming web developers or data scientists. Every year, the academy will admit two cohorts of at least 50 trainees each, with each cohort staying in session for 4 months.

At the end of the 4 months, successful graduates will receive mentoring and internship opportunities. The screening for the 50 trainees to make up the first cohort of AboCoders in Abeokuta is ongoing and will last till January 31st, 2020. The training proper is billed to start on February 3, 2020. Interested candidates are invited to visit the Ogun Tech Hub along Kobape Road to sit for the screening.
ABOCODER’S | TRAINING SESSION
DATA SCIENCE NIGERIA (DSN) – ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT BOOTCAMP

Data Science Nigeria is a non-profit registered as Data Scientists Network Foundation. An NGO whose vision is to develop Nigeria’s AI ecosystem and position the country as a world-class AI skill, research and outsourcing destination with opportunity to access 2-3% share of the estimated global Artificial Intelligence GDP contribution of up to $15.7 trillion by 2030.

DSN in collaboration with Lead Resources and Ogun TechHUB unveils its first AI Book for Nigerian, Beginners AI Wednesdays 6-week intensive introduction to Python and Machine Learning, Train-the-Teachers Artificial Intelligence Master Class and book distribution and AI Invasion Hackaton in Ogun State.

At the end of the 8 weeks, successful graduates will receive mentoring and internship opportunities. The training proper is billed to start on February 5th - April 11th 2020.
CISCO | IT ESSENTIAL PROGRAM ANALYST TRAINING SESSION

We live in an increasingly connected world, creating a global economy and a growing need for technical skills. Ogun state government in collaboration with CISCO academy in the southern region trains young entrepreneur on the Cisco Networking Academy® IT Essentials curriculum which provides an introduction to the technical skills needed to help meet the growing demand for entry-level IT professionals.

It covers the fundamentals of PC technology, networking, and security, and also introduces advanced concepts.
CISCO | IT ESSENTIAL PROGRAM ANALYST TRAINING SESSION
CISCO IT ESSENTIAL PROGRAM ANALYST TRAINING SESSION
CISCO | IT ESSENTIAL PROGRAM ANALYST TRAINING SESSION
OUR PARTNERS | INCUBATORS & ACCELERATOR
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